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If two wrongs don’t make
a right, try three.
-Laurence J. Peter

EA to Release
Badminton
Video Game
By Alec Hamer ~ Daily Bull

Earlier this month, EA Sports,
maker of the ever popular
Madden series, announced
plans to release a new sports
franchise game for the fast
paced world of badminton.
Although not too popular in
the United States, badminton is expected to be an
up and coming sport much
like arena football. The video
game is expected to be one
of the most technologically
advanced sports games of
all time.
Motion capture and advanced 3D rendering are
sure to make professional
players like Chin Dan, Peter
Gade, and Lee Chong Wei
household names. “With its
fast paced action and smaller, less frightening grunts
badminton is sure to go
far!” declares one politician
adding “We plan to open a
badminton dome right here
see Mmm, Minty on back

Four things I Learned in Chengdu

Who Likes Math Puzzles?!

By Steve Whittaker ~ Daily Bull

Use the numbers 1 through 16 to complete the equations.
Each number is only used once.
Each row is a math equation. Work from left to right.
Each column is a math equation. Work from top to bottom.

Last summer I went to Chengdu, China
and during that time I learned a few
things, both about myself and the
people that lived there. Now, I don’t
feel like sharing the boring
life lesson shit,
no! I will share
with you only
the important
things. Things
you NEED to
know.

also entertaining to see young children
or old ladies wearing shirts that, by our
standards, would be quite inappropriate. One of my personal favorites that
I found and
bought depicted a daddy white milk
staring angrily
at the mommy
white milk after seeing the
stork drop off
a baby chocolate milk.

1. Chinglish shirts
are AWE2. Corporate
SOME!!!!
Symbols are
During my
generously
time abroad
abused. If
in China I
a company
found one of
hasn’t copymy favorite
righted their
things to collogo or slolect was chgan then it will
inglish shirts.
be used and
N o w y o u I think I read a different version in high school... abused pretty
might not think it, but they can be re- commonly (or so it seemed) to help get
ally entertaining, especially when you customers to flock to businesses thinking
realize that most of the people have it is a foreign brand. I won’t say too much
no idea what the shirts say. Not only is more on this as the picture explains it
it entertaining to buy the shirts, but it’s pretty clearly.
see And A One, And A Four on back

Note to self: Do NOT Google “tiny asian
godzilla.”

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Studio Pizza Actually Tastes As Good As
Our Ads Say! Those Other Pizzas Don’t!
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

OMG A CONTEST WHAAT?
The following was sent to us in response to the Snow Cow
article we ran last week. BUT, we can’t make sense of it. Send
us your interpretation/translation to bull@mtu.edu with subject
LOLRANT, and we’ll run the best one!

Forget the copyright infringement - correct the spelling!

So....panda is Chinese for old person?

from And A One, And A Four on front

3. Building Codes?
I found it quite amusing that the power
lines in most areas I went to, even
some of the nicer areas, were arranged
in a way that made me wonder how
cities didn’t frequently burn to the
ground. When half the lines were
strung through trees as a means to
support them, or witnessing a man
leaning a ladder on the power line that

he then proceeded to work on. You common occurrence.
really start to wonder when the next 4. Pandas fur is brown and they
time you will see someone get fried. hate Noise
They are lazy as fuck on top of that.
I was eating outside a restaurant when I saw pandas and unlike the natural
circuit breaker outside a barber shop geographic photos their fur is brown,
exploded and caught fire. It was mostly from the mud and or shit, they
promptly put out via a good whacking must get pre-picture baths. They are
with a broom from one of the salon also not fond of noise as this picture
workers; apparently that was a pretty will show you.
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You’ve made it. Have some fruit. Now you too can purchase
pastel bed sheets, electronics and toilet paper of your wildest
dreams. You have so much to learn. Thousands of grown infants, rosy red cheeks, fully dressed in acid wash pants & jackets. Males with moustache. Ladies with permanent hair. Look over
there! it’s my mom. She is so many years more advanced in the
art of shopping & matching outfits from the luxury of selection.
You have so much to learn. Rock and roll has now just begun. Don’t
hide the products you have bought under your seats. Prepare
yourself for a full search as you enter back through the border. Take
note of the leaflets and flyers on your windshield informing you
where to acquire credit and legal representation. I’m happy for
you. Please reproduce. Were doing all we can over here as well.

Note: Seriously, wtf is this supposed to mean? If you want to
send us feedback, please don’t do it while stoned.

Writers of Awesome: Liz ‘Riz’ Fujita, Steve Whittaker, Olivia Zajac,
Simon Mused, Nathan ‘Invincible’ Miller, Jeanine Chmielewski,
Kara Bakowski, Benjamin Loucks, Sam Schall, Kayla Herrera, Ian
Smith, Veronica Tabor, Ryan Grainger, John Pastore, Ben Harris,
and croutons!
©2012 by the Daily Bull, a non-profit organization. All rights
reserved. Articles may be freely distributed electronically or
on late night talk shows provided credit is given, and that
this notice is included. The Daily Bull reserves the right to
refuse any advertisements or guest articles without reason.
All opinionated letters sent to the editor (on paper or to
bull@mtu.edu) will be treated as material to be published
unless expressly stated otherwise by the sender. Original
works printed in the Daily Bull remain the property of the
creator, however the Daily Bull reserves the right to reprint
any submissions in future issues unless specifically asked
not to do so by the creator. If you keep reading this small
text, you’ll take it to extremes!

OH I’m so damn proud of you. A Triumphant victory for mankind. Maybe there is Hope. It brought a tear to my eye
and a lump to my throat. Staring out the window in a traffic jam for 3 hours watching the little lawnmower cars zoon
past hundreds of happy Westerners smile and receiving them with a compassionate, full contact smile and stare.

from Mmm, Minty on front

in the great state of Missouri!”

High Schools around the country are ecstatic to hear about the new video
game. Principal Gene Moss from Tampa Bay High School said “I never thought
I would see the day that our most gifted athletes would be willing to put
down the football helmet and pick up the badminton racquet. The very
thought brings a tear to my eye. Now we can finally approve the building of
that badminton arena I’ve been proposing for the last 14 years!”

Often touted as the fastest of the racquet sports, many can’t seem to find
any interest. “I mean sure it’s an interesting sport and all but the players aren’t
even hot” remarked one man in his mid 30’s with a bald spot and a bulging belly. Although things are looking up for the humble sport which has
a big following in many countries overseas, it seems as though badminton
may be destined to a similar fate much like American Soccer. With eccentric With all this talk of investment, President Barrack Obama weighed in with “The
billionaires looking to bankroll new hobbies, expect a franchise in a major answer is clear - we need more obscure sport video games from EA Sports.
metropolis near you soon.
Only then will this country reach its full potential” Badminton games are currently only available for viewing on ESPN 7, so check your local listings.

